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nabilaafif@ugm.ac.idABSTRACTIn Indonesia, a bamboo slanted ceiling is one of the most commonly used types of ceiling. It occursfor numerous reasons, including technical and cultural aspects. However, practically, it has lowdurability and is difficult to maintain as it is used in place which is prone to rainwater seepage andinstalled in the form of large woven sheet material. Therefore, in this research, three alternativemodels of construction for a bamboo slanted ceiling were proposed: (1) one layer of dense bambooslats, (2) two layers of dense bamboo slats; and (3) two overlapping layers of sparsely weavedbamboo slats. Each model was developed on a real scale prototype and tested in terms of itsmaterial’s temperature and humidity level. The construction strategies used for these models werefocused on the arrangement and orientation of pieces of ‘Bambu Kuning’ within the roof structure.The measurement result shows that the third model had the lowest temperature with >5°Cdifferent compared to the other models during the hottest hour of the day (from 9 AM to 3 PM).Then, in terms of the humidity measurement, data shows that the second model had the lowesthumidity measurement with 1.93% different compared to the first model and 1.22% differentcompared to the third model. Furthermore, other potential benefits of the proposed models arealso presented.Keywords: slanted ceiling, bamboo ceiling, constructional design, green building material
1. Introduction

1.1 Slanted ceiling from a technical and cultural perspectiveA slanted ceiling is one of the most common types of ceiling found in a conventionaltype of housing, especially in one-story housing where most of the room areas have a directconnection with the roof structure. From a design perspective, the use of a slanted ceilingis an effective way to create a spacious room as the ceiling follows the overall shape of theroof. Thus, it leaves a maximum space beneath the ceiling. Then, from a buildingperformance point of view, the aforementioned aspect of a slanted ceiling is oftenassociated with the environmental performance of the room in correspondence to the localclimates of the site; in this case, places with a hot and humid climate. As hot air rises, thegreater the distance between the floor surface and the ceiling surface, the cooler the airgoing to be in the lower part of the room where most of the activities often take place. Suchutilization of a high slanted ceiling has been reflected in various designs of traditionalhouses in tropical countries such as Indonesia, Philippines, and Brazil among many morecountries, as seen in Table 1.
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Table 1. Designs of traditional houses with slanted ceiling

Country list House name Exterior view Interior view

Indonesia Limasan House
(Image source: rumahjoglo.net, 2015) (Image source: rumahjoglo.net, 2015)

Philippines Ifugao House
(Image source: Wimmer, 2013) (Image source: Wimmer, 2013)

Brazil Oca House
(Image source: Casas na Terra, 2017) (Image source: Casas na Terra, 2017)(Source: Author’s analysis, 2019)In Indonesia, a slanted ceiling is popular for numerous reasons. In addition to itstechnical advantages, given the local context of Indonesia, a slanted ceiling also has astronger association with the theory of microcosm and macrocosm in comparison to a flatceiling. Researches have shown that the theory has been adapted massively in Indonesianlocal beliefs, where some have referred to as “Manunggaling Kawula Gusti”(Mangunwijaya, 2009; Triyuwono, 2011; Umar, Faslih, & Rosyidah, 2018). Despite itsmany slightly varied interpretation, the theory revolves in defining the relationshipbetween the common creatures (such as humans) and the higher power (the creator orGod; or the King) (Australia Plus ABC, 2016; Mangunwijaya, 2009). Concerning the slantedceiling, the shape of such building element is considered reflecting the values of a united,strong relationship between the two entities by allowing a direct and borderlessconnection between the lower part of the space (which represent the common creature)and the upper part of the space (which represent the higher power) within the enclosedroom. Research also showed that to some extent, this connection is even extended to theother part of the building, such as the tip of the slanted roof structure which is consideredas the highest point of the building (called “Nok” in traditional Javanese house). Thisbuilding element is seen as the departure point which forwards the higher power and thecommon creature’s connection that is further beyond the boundary of the building.Illustrations on the translation of this concept excerpted from other research arepresented in Table 2.

Table 2. Translation on the concept of microcosmic and macrocosmic

Research
source Conceptual framework Graphical illustration(Ambarwati,2009) Javanese house is the axis of the world and theimage of the world. It is a place of unification of themicrocosm (Javanese people) with the macrocosm(the universe and the magical powers) thatdominate it. (Image source: Ambarwati, n.d.)
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(Mangunwijaya,2009) The architectural layout of Pendopo illustrates thebalance of the human relationship with God(vertical relationship through a vertical orientationof building layout) and the human relationship withother humans (horizontal relationship through ahorizontal orientation of building layout). (Image source: Mangunwijaya, 2009)(Adiyanto, 2012) The roof of the building is the most sacred place,while the space under the building (in the contextof the stilt house) becomes the dirtiest place. Thisconcept is a transformation from the theory ofsacrality in space in Javanese house. (Image source: Adiyanto, 2012)(Source: Author’s analysis, 2019)
1.2 Bamboo as natural material for ceiling materialIn terms of material, there is a large range of materials that could be used for ceilingmaterial. Among the common options, a bamboo ceiling is often considered as one of themost sustainable choices in Indonesia. In general, bamboo is fast-growing and relativelyinexpensive as it is easily available in the area. Then, from a constructional point of view,bamboo is very light in weight and is very flexible. Thus, it is ideal to be used as a ceiling inearthquake-prone areas such as in Indonesia. Even when the ceiling is falling, it has a lowerchance of hurting people underneath in comparison to other-modern ceiling material (Raj& Agarwal, 2014). The use of a bamboo ceiling in various designs is shown in Figure 1.Furthermore, it also shares the same material properties of hygroscopic with otherporous material such as timber. Research has shown that such types of material arepossessing a moisture buffering phenomenon, which is the ability to absorb and releasemoisture depending on the relative humidity of the room. Although the accuratecalculation on its implication is not yet accommodated by current Building EnergySimulation programs (BES), the added values in terms of improving the climaticperformance of the room by utilizing such material in its interior have clearly indicatedalready (Steeman, Janssens, Steeman, Van Belleghem, & De Paepe, 2010).Nevertheless, it is widely known a bamboo is prone to damage when used in contactwith water, whereas the ceiling is located right under the roof structure which is highly atrisk of rain seepage that could penetrate through gaps between the tiles. Commonly, underthe circumstances that the bamboo ceiling is damaged, such a problem is solved byreplacing the damaged bamboo ceiling with the new one. However, although the solutionseems fine in theory, it could become a tedious work in practice regardless of the type ofconstruction. The material used for a bamboo ceiling is often sold in the form of flat, thinsheets cut in a large dimension called ‘gedheg’ or woven bamboo sheet, as shown in Figure2. Thus, partial replacement of one particular section of the ceiling is not a highly viableaction and is often delayed for such technical issues.

Figure 1. Bamboo ceilings in various pattern(Image source: https://cutt.ly/8whe4jP,https://cutt.ly/kwhe7bY, August 27, 2019) Figure 2. Bamboo sheets sold in large dimension(Image source: https://cutt.ly/Dwhe71f,August 27, 2019)
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1.3 Constructional variations of a slanted ceilingReviewed from the way the ceiling is fitted into the roof’s structure, a slanted ceilingcould be classified into two groups, such as (1) slanted ceiling fitted below the commonrafter, and (2) slanted ceiling fitted between the common rafter and the tile battens. Ingeneral, slanted ceiling models belong to the first group that displays a more spaciousimpression as the materials are stretched widely and continuously throughout the roomarea, as seen in Figure 3. On the other hand, ceiling models belong to the second groupgives the impression of a more compartmentalized room because of the visible elementsof the common rafter under the ceiling material, as seen in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Slanted ceiling fitted belowthe common rafter(Image source: https://cutt.ly/wwhe5Zo,August 25, 2019)
Figure 4. Slanted ceiling fitted in betweenthe common rafter and the tile battens(Image source: https://cutt.ly/9whe59o,August 25, 2019)

Overall, the main difference between the two types of slanted ceiling lies in thewidth of the resulted space between two elements of the roof structure; specifically, thespace between the inner surface of the tiles and the outer surface of the ceiling, as seen inFigure 5. More detailed implications of this different spatial dimension are presented as alist of advantages and disadvantages in Table 3.

Figure 5. Illustration of space in between the roof structure and the ceiling (shaded in light grey color)(Image source: Pradipto, 2019)
Table 3. Spatial implication on different types of construction for slanted ceiling

Types of slanted ceiling
construction

Spatial
characteristic result Advantage Disadvantage

Slanted ceiling fitted belowthe common rafter A larger gap between theroof structure and theceiling
Better thermal protectionfrom outdoortemperature Large space provides more space fordomestic pests such as rats, bats,squirrels, cockroaches, etc.More accessible formaintenance -Slanted ceiling fitted inbetween the common rafterand the tile battens A smaller gap between theroof structure and theceiling
Small space eliminatesthe potential for pests’inhabitance Relatively small air insulation (2-3cm) leads to rapid outdoor heattransfer- Limited access for maintenance(Source: Author’s analysis, 2019)

1.4 Research objectiveTherefore, this research was aimed to investigate the impact and effectiveness ofthree design-based construction techniques of a bamboo ceiling which were proposed as
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alternative solutions to overcome the disadvantages of the second type of construction ofthe slanted ceiling (in reference to Table 1). These construction techniques weredeveloped as a result of natural material exploration from the perspective of architecturalengineering. The three construction techniques were all based on a similar principle of amodular product on natural material with minimum effort on both of the materialtreatment itself and on the construction tool to push further the concept of sustainablearchitecture through simple building material technology. In this research, ‘Bambu Kuning’(Bambusa vulgaris var. striata) was chosen as the single natural material, and the term‘effectiveness’ was defined limited only to the ability of the construction to reduce thetemperature and humidity level on the surface of the building material itself. In thiscontext, a reduced temperature and humidity level on the material’ surface was establishedas a basic indication of good climatic performance and high durability of the material.
2. Material and methodIn this research, the focus lies on the exploration of three types of a modular slantedbamboo ceiling made of raw and untreated bamboo logs of Bambu Kuning. This type ofbamboo was chosen as it is among one of the most commonly found types of bamboo inthe region. Although generally it is varied in size, the type of bamboo used in this researchmeasured 6-8 cm in its overall outer diameter with around 2 cm in thickness. During theresearch, a parametric design tool of Rhinoceros with Grasshopper plugin was used.However, it is important to note that the use of this software was only to input numericdata necessary effectively for the parameter-based simulation which was crucial toprovide controllable and precise visual information of the construction process for eachtype of module. The detailed method of construction for each modular bamboo ceilingincluding their underlying design logic and detailed method of data collection used for thedata analysis in this paper are explained in the two following subsections.
2.1 Method of constructionAs previously mentioned, there are three different types of modular slantedbamboo ceiling used in this paper, namely (1) one independent layer of dense bambooslats; (2) two stacked layers of dense bamboo slats; and (3) two overlapping layers ofsparsely weaved bamboo slats. Each of the modules was developed in a 1:1 scale prototypeof the modular bamboo ceiling with differences between each type of module lies in theway the bamboo slats were arranged as a unit of slanted bamboo ceiling module. Thedigital modeling of each type of module is presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Graphical data on each type of ceiling model

Type
name Modular section

Modular
three-dimensional

perspective

Module 1
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Module 2

Module 3
(Source: Author’s analysis, 2019)The bamboo slats were obtained by splitting the log of Bambu Kuning into pieceswith approximately 50 cm in length is perpendicular to the direction of the bamboo fibers.This size was chosen as it was designed to cover more than twice the length (l = 2n + 5) ofthe conventional type of clay tiles used in the house where the measurement took place, asseen in Figure 6. Then, the shorter bamboo logs were split into six equally in the directionof the bamboo fibers, illustrated in Figure 7.

Figure 6. Length of the module is twice the distancebetween tiles(Image source: Pradipto, 2019)
Figure 7. Splitting process of the bamboo

(Image source: Pradipto, 2019)

These bamboo slats were then put together as a custom-sized modular material tobe fitted in between the common rafter and the tile battens. In this research, the dimensionof the module used was approximately 50 x 50 cm, and the number of bamboo pieces usedby each module of each construction type is presented in Table 5. Technically, all the typesof modules were placed side by side as the slanted ceiling with each type of modules wascovering around 0,5 m2 of ceiling area (0,5 m x 1 m) underneath a wooden tilted roofstructure covered by clay roof tiles. The modules were fitted into the tile battens using nailsshot from the nail gun.
Table 5. Physical specification for each ceiling model

(in a modular dimension of 50 x 50 cm)

Module
type

No. of
layer

No. of pcs of bamboo slats Distance
between
pcs. (cm)

Modular thickness

Layer 1
(lower)

Layer 2
(upper)

per
module Ratio Thickness

(cm) RatioSingle(type 1) 1 13 0 13 1 0 1.4 1Double(type 2) 2 13 12 25 1.92 0 2.77 1.97Hollow(type 3) 2 9 8 17 1.31 2 2.62 1.87(Source: Author’s analysis, 2019)
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2.2 Method of data collectionAll three types of the modular bamboo ceiling were installed and tested in a realcondition in the same room inside a conventional house setting in Yogyakarta, as presentedin Figure 8. To investigate the effectiveness of the three construction models onovercoming problems associated with the second type of slanted ceiling (the one fittedbetween the common rafter and the tile battens), two kinds of measurements were takenon the surface of the material. The first measurement was the surface temperature, and thesecond one was surface humidity. Each of the measurements was taken periodically onceevery hour for 24 consecutive hours on February 10, 2019. The measurement of thesurface temperature was taken using Environment Meter-9000, and the measurement ofthe humidity was taken using Wood Moisture Tester Model GM605. The tools used in thisresearch are illustrated in Figure 9. For each model, there were 10 measurement pointsfor simultaneous measurements of both material properties during each measurementperiod. As each model was made up of two modules, those measurement points weredistributed evenly in those modules within the same height or level —except for the thirdmodule where some of the points were located in the upper layer, and the rest were locatedon the lower one. The distance between each measurement point was set for around 8-12cm, as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 8. Tested models installed in a room(Image source: Author, 2018) Figure 9. Measurement tools used in this research(Image source: Author, 2018)

Figure 10. Measurement points for the three models(Image source: Author, 2019)
3. Result and discussion

3.1 Construction process

Customized modularityThe use of modular construction in the research prototype was specificallydesigned to overcome problems related to the limited access to maintenance. Modularityallowed partial replacements by the user only on the affected areas of the ceiling. As in forthe dimension of the module built for the research, it was customized according to theactual distance between each common rafter of the roof. This flexibility was very crucial toaccommodate various module dimensions needed during ceiling installation on places
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with variations in terms of distances between elements in the roof structure. In particular,this circumstance could be very highly related to many traditional houses that were builtwithout the specific skill of master builders; thus, it might have an asymmetricarrangement and irregular distance between each common rafter. Practically, any gapsthat might occur after the installation of modules with a certain dimension could be closedby adding one or two more pieces into the end of the ceiling area.Furthermore, the free dimensioning of the module was also intended to eliminateproblems caused by limited access to maintenance by allowing a direct overlapping of newceiling modules on top of the previously worn out sections of the old ceiling material. Thiscustomization was done according to the design logic behind the construction technique;which was to construct an effective, efficient and fully performing bamboo ceiling. Thecrucial aspects of such bamboo ceiling are including easy-installation, easy-maintenance,durable and an indication of positive contribution towards the room’s thermalperformance. As in for the length of the bamboo slats, twice the dimension of tiles equalsto a larger coverage; which ultimately requires less construction time. Moreover, theadditional 10 cm was also designed to create overlapping rows of modules in a continuouspattern to ensure that the ceiling was secured enough to protect the enclosed space fromdirt flakes while still allowing adequate air circulation through its sequential raised levels,as illustrated in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Overlapping pattern of modular ceiling(Image source: Pradipto, 2019)
Skin orientationIn all models, the modules were placed in a way that the outer skin of the bambooslat was facing the tile battens, and the inner part of the bamboo slat was facing theenclosed space. By applying this method of construction, there were a number ofadvantages that followed, including the one related to material efficiency and another onerelated to maintenance efficiency. In relation to material efficiency, this method allowedthe utilization of a large range of bamboo conditions.Bamboo is a natural product, therefore is very common to have color variations.Although color variation does not affect bamboo’s structural performance as a buildingmaterial, when it is used as interior elements such as ceiling, color has become a moreimportant feature as it reflects light that will influence the overall lighting of the space.Therefore, facing the inner skin of the bamboo to the enclosed space will eliminateconcerns regarding the physical look of the material as the inner skin of any bamboo hasnearly identical light color and texture. Thus, any kind of bamboo could be utilizedregardless of their external physical condition. To some extent, this strategy even allowedthe usage of bamboos with a minor physical defect on the outer skin. Furthermore, theinner side of the bamboo, often referred to the flesh, is the one that is highly prone tofungus and insect attack. Therefore, placing it towards the enclosed room is an effectiveway to increase the durability of the material by the ease of maintenance.
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On the other hand, the outer skin of the bamboo is coated by a layer of natural waxthat is highly resistant to water. This wax prevents water to penetrate the inner section ofthe bamboo. Consequently, the ceiling with such material durability on the side facing thetiles gives the advantages of an additional layer of protection towards rain seepage.
3.2 Measurement resultsThe result of the temperature measurement on the surface of the material for thethree types of modules in comparison to the room temperature is presented in Table 6,while the graph illustrating the temperature differences between them is presented inFigure 12.

Table 6. Result of material temperature measurement

N
o

Measurem
ent time
(hour)

Room
temperat
ure ('C)

Material's surface
temperature ('C)

N
o

Measurem
ent time
(hour)

Room
temperat
ure ('C)

Material's surface
temperature ('C)

Single Double Hollow Single Double Hollow1 0 27.8 24.5 24.8 25 13 12 30.4 35.9 35.5 33.42 1 27.6 26.6 24.7 27 14 13 31.9 32.6 35 31.83 2 27.5 26.5 26.7 26.2 15 14 31.4 32.6 31.8 32.14 3 27.3 26.4 25.8 26.2 16 15 30.9 31 31 30.75 4 27 26.2 26.5 26.3 17 16 28.4 32.7 31.9 32.86 5 26.2 25.7 25.4 25.7 18 17 28.8 29 29.3 29.17 6 26.5 22.5 23.7 22.4 19 18 23.9 28.2 27.9 28.28 7 27 26.4 26.2 26.5 20 19 25.6 27.1 27.4 27.29 8 27.7 26.4 26.5 26.1 21 20 26.9 27.7 26.3 27.410 9 27.4 29.1 28.3 26.3 22 21 27 26.9 27.2 26.811 10 28.2 29.3 29.6 29.3 23 22 27.7 26.9 26.4 27.112 11 29.8 30.4 29.7 30.2 24 23 29.6 25.1 25.2 24.8
Mean value 28.02 28.15 28.03 27.86(Source: Author’s analysis, 2019)

Figure 12. Graph illustrating differences between each temperature measurement(Source: Author’s analysis, 2019)
In the graph above, the temperature changes in term of room temperature aredrawn in a dashed line to distinguish it from the other three comparable surface materialtemperature data. Based on the result, there was a mismatch linear relationship betweenthe surface temperature and the amount of material layer and a match linear relationshipbetween the surface temperature the density of the material. A larger number of layeringprovided larger thermal mass and low density of material resulted in better air circulation.
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In short, a bigger number of layers and lesser dense material led to lower materialtemperature. Therefore, the third type of ceiling which is the hollow ceiling had the lowestaverage temperature measurement on its surface material.Next, the result of the humidity measurement on the surface of the material for thethree types of modules is presented in Table 7, while the graph illustrating the humiditydifferences between them is presented in Figure 13.
Table 7. Result of material humidity measurement

No Measurement
time (hour)

Material's surface humidity (%)
No Measurement

time (hour)

Material's surface humidity (%)

Single Double Hollow Single Double Hollow1 0 22.2 20.3 21.5 13 12 21.1 19.7 20.82 1 24.2 21.4 23.5 14 13 17.7 18.2 17.33 2 24.3 22 23.5 15 14 19.4 18.3 19.24 3 24.9 22.1 24 16 15 20.5 18.8 20.45 4 24.2 23.6 24.1 17 16 23.3 21.8 23.56 5 23 24.7 25.2 18 17 20.8 18.9 20.57 6 25.5 22.7 22.8 19 18 22.9 19.6 21.78 7 27.4 25.3 26.3 20 19 22.7 20.3 21.89 8 28.6 24.5 25.8 21 20 23.9 20.8 21.110 9 27 24.2 28.2 22 21 23.4 21.3 22.711 10 27.3 24.6 25.8 23 22 23.6 22 22.512 11 26.3 24.3 25.2 24 23 21.7 20.1 21.8
Mean value 23.58 21.65 22.87(Source: Author’s analysis, 2019)

Figure 13. Graph illustrating differences between each humidity measurement(Source: Author’s analysis, 2019)Then, there was a matching linear relationship between the material humidity andboth of the amounts of the material layer and the density of the material. Larger amount ofmaterial layering and dense arrangement of material provided larger and tighterboundaries between the outer surfaces of the ceiling (which had a direct contact with theenclosed space) the inner surface of the ceiling (which had a direct contact with the spaceunderneath the tiles that was more prone to water seepage through the gaps between thetiles). The aforementioned better air circulation found in the third type of the ceiling model(the hollow type) carried water within the air; thus, it contributed to a higher materialhumidity. Then, thinner ceiling material in the first type of ceiling model (the single type)
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was easier to penetrate by water through its material capillarity; thus, it also contributedto higher material humidity. Hence, the second type of ceiling, the double ceiling, has thelowest average humidity measurement when reviewed from its surface material humidity.
4. Conclusion

4.1 Relationship between the method of construction, material’s surface temperature
and material’s surface humidityFrom the results above, it could be seen that the third type of ceiling, the hollowtype, had the lowest temperature measurement. Although the average differences wereinsignificant, 0.30°C with the first type of ceiling and 0.17°C with the second type of ceiling,the data show more striking comparison with more than 5°C different for all the twomodels after being reviewed selectively during the hottest hours of the day from 9 AM to3 PM. These temperature differences were caused by the continuous air circulation madepossible by the patterned gap in between the bamboo slats. Although the measurementwas done upon the surface’s temperature, this was an indication that this type of ceilingprovided the best thermal performance for the enclosed room.Then, as for the humidity measurement, the data show that the second type ofceiling which was the double-layered type had the lowest humidity measurement with1.93% difference with the first type of ceiling (the single-layered type) and 1.22%difference with the third type of ceiling (the hollow type). As previously mentioned,although the second type of ceiling was recorded as the ceiling with the lowesttemperature, it was not recorded as the ceiling with the lowest humidity measurement.This situation was due to the continuous air circulation found in this type of ceiling. Thisair circulation carried water within the gaps of the material that caused not only a lowertemperature but also an increase in the humidity on the material surface.

4.1 Overall potential benefitIn this paper, the temperature and humidity measurement were conducted only tocompare related data between three types of ceiling construction designed with the ideaof developing a modular ceiling made of a simple arrangement of similar (although notnecessarily identical) natural elements of bamboo slats. However, in the bigger context, thewhole construction principles of these ceilings should be seen as an alternativearchitectural engineering solution to overcome practical problems commonly associatedwith various types of ceiling, including the ones made of natural materials and non-naturalmaterials, as presented in the following Table 8.
Table 8. Constructional design implication towards various types of ceiling

Ceiling condition Commonly associated
problems Construction method Improvement implication

Slanted ceiling fittedin between thecommon rafter andthe tile battens
Relatively small airinsulation (2-3 cm) leadsto rapid outdoor heattransfer Doubled layer bambooslats The pocket of air space (in a sequential pattern)which is large enough to perform as air insulationbut is too limiting for pest’s inhabitantLimited access formaintenance Modular construction Ease of construction as a damaged module couldbe uninstalled for a partial replacement that isapplied only on that particular module

Ceiling made of anintact single sheet ofmaterial
Limited access formaintenance Modular construction Ease of construction as a damaged module couldbe uninstalled for a partial replacement that isapplied only on that particular moduleHigh room temperature(apart from factors such as theheight of the room, cross-aircirculation, air conditioner,electronic fan, and others)

Two overlappinglayers of sparselyweaved bamboo slats Continuous air circulation through the patternedgaps between the bamboo slats
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Modular constructionon an asymmetricalroof Different dimensionsbetween elements in theroof structure Customized modularmade of similarindividual elements In-place adjustment on the modular dimension byadding a certain number of additional elementsas needed(Source: Author’s analysis, 2019)Furthermore, it is also important to note that the construction method thatregulates the orientation of the material also exhibited some very important principles ofmaterial durability and efficiency. By facing the inner skin of the bamboo into the interiorroom, the risk associated with fungi and insects could be highly minimized as a result ofthe available clear visual of the highly damaged-prone part of bamboo. Moreover, it alsoallows a higher material efficiency by allowing the use of bamboo with low visual qualitydue to the minimized visual access to the outer skin of the bamboo.
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